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LETTER AT DELIVERY
Kind customer,
We should like to inform you that the equipment referred to in this document has been designed,
manufactured and tested according to Italian law no. 459, dated 24th July 1996, which acknowledges the
European Directives concerning safety 89/392/EEC, 91/368/EEC, 93/44/EEC, 93/68/EEC and the
specifications of UNI EN Std. section I and II and UNI EN 294.
With the handbook that follows our intention is to give a description of the sections that make it up, their
dimensional and technical specifications, the instructions for use and the maintenance procedures.
We are also including the certificate of Conformity as required by Directive 89/392 CE Annex II Section A.
We wish to confirm that the equipment presents no hazard for the operator, if used according to the
instructions provided, if incorporated in a machine which is, in turn, stated to be in conformity with directive
89/392 EEC and provided that:
•
•
•
•
•

the guards installed are kept intact;
the safety devices are kept in operating conditions;
the specific operator instructions given herein are adhered to;
the periodical maintenance operations are carried out and the components are checked as to their
state of wear and damage;
the equipment is used within the foreseen operating parameters and with the machines for which it
has been designed and made;

While thanking you for your preference, we wish you profitable work.
Signature

The descriptions and illustrations herein are not to be considered binding.

The reproduction, even in part, and the divulgation of this document are not allowed without the express
permission of the author.
Any infringements will be prosecuted according to the Law.
All the names and brands mentioned herein belong to the respective Manufacturers.
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1.0 – FOREWARD
The machine user shall inform personnel about the risks of accident, devices for operator safety,
risks of noise emission and about the general accident prevention rules set forth by international
directives and the laws in force.
Before starting the operating activities for which the machine is intended, the operator must be
perfectly informed about machine operation, the position of all the controls and the technical
characteristics and purpose of its use.
The machine may only be used by operators who have completely read and understood the
instructions contained herein.
Tampering/unauthorised replacement of parts of the machine, the use of non genuine spares and the
use of consumable materials that do not meet the specifications contained herein may represent a
serious accident hazard and relieve the manufacturer of civil and criminal liabilities.
THE IMAGES INCLUDED IN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL ARE TO BE INTENTED
AS
INDICATIVE,
THE MANUFACTURER IS ENTITLED TO MODIFY THE
MACHINES WITHOUT UP TO DATING THE IMAGES
1.1 – Importance of the handbook
1) Consider the instructions handbook as an integral part of the product
2) Keep the handbook throughout the whole life of the machine
3) Give the handbook to any other machine user
4) The wiring and pneumatic diagrams are enclosed herewith
1.2 – Keeping the handbook
1) Use the handbook in such a way as not to damage its contents either wholly or in
part
2) Do not remove, tear or write on parts of the handbook for any reason whatsoever
3) Keep the handbook in a protected place
1.3 – Contents of the handbook
This handbook is defined by specific sections with indications and descriptions that can be traced
through the summary of the specific subjects.
1.4 – Use of the handbook
This handbook is an integral part of the supply. Any alteration or change or integration to the
machine without the manufacturer’s permission is prohibited. In the case of sale, hire, transfer for
use or financial renting of the machine, the instructions must be attached to it. The technical
specifications contained herein do not bind the manufacturer and may be changed on future supplies
with no prior notice. Though it has been written with the utmost care, this handbook cannot entirely
replace the experience of the user, which must, therefore, be adequate for the operations to be
performed. The instructions contained herein do not replace, integrate or modify any of the
standards, laws and/or decrees in force in the place in which the equipment is used.
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1.5 – “CE” marking
To guarantee that the equipment complies with the requirements of the Machine Directive
89/392/EEC and subsequent amendments, it has the CE plate as per Annex III of law 459/96.
Never remove the plate from its original position chosen by the manufacturer.
Do not alter or falsify the technical data it contains. Do not clean the plate with sharp objects (e.g.:
metal brushes), to avoid spoiling the above-mentioned data. If the plate deteriorates with use or is
no longer legible, even in only one of its points, you are advised to ask the manufacturer for another
one, stating the data contained in these instructions.
If the declaration of conformity enclosed herewith is not present or has gone astray, it is possible to
ask our offices for a copy of it, stating the machine serial number given on the CE plate on the
machine.
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2.0 – REFERENCES
Manufacturer

Toscana Enologica Mori S.n.c. - Via F. Brunelleschi, 8
50028 Tavarnelle Val di Pesa (Florence)
Phone. +3955 8071568 - Fax +39558071293

Machine name

OLIOMIO 100 OLIVE OIL EXTRACTION PLAN

Main reference standards

• Directive 98/37/CE approximation of the laws of member
states concerning machines
• Machines Directive 459/96 harmonising 89/392/EEC and
subsequent amendments
• Directive 91/368/EEC, 93/68/EEC
• Directive 89/336/EEC on “Electromagnetic Compatibility”
and law 615 dated 12/11/1996
• Directive 73/23/EEC on low voltage and bill of parliament
no. 791 dated 18/10/1977
•UNI EN 292/1, 292/2, 294, 349, 60204-1

Service Centre

Solely c/o the manufacturer’s headquarters

Handbook

January 2008

Review

Rev.1
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3.0 - GLOSSARY
Hazardous areas Any area inside or in the vicinity of the machine in which the presence of an
exposed person is a hazard to the safety and health of that person.
Exposed person Any person wholly or partly inside a hazardous area.
Operator or worker The person or persons appointed to install, operate, adjust, carry out
maintenance operations, clean, repair or handle the machine.
Expert operator or skilled personnel In charge of set-up and start-up, lubrication, greasing,
routine and extraordinary maintenance, expressly authorised by the “Plant Manager”.
Electrical expert operator or skilled personnel In charge of set-up, start-up and maintenance of
the electrical section expressly authorised by the “Plant Safety Manager” .
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4.0 – MACHINE IDENTIFICATION
Name

Olive oil extraction plant

Machine

OLIOMIO

Model

100 SINGLE UNIT

Serial no.

See Declaration of Conformity

Year of manufacture

See Declaration of Conformity
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5.0 - GUARANTEE
The guarantee period is 24 months from the date of shipment (date of issue of shipping document).
During the guarantee period the transport expenses to our factory of parts, components and
machines covered by guarantee and re-delivery to destination are at the customer’s expense.
The guarantee does not include ordinary consumable materials like lubricants and materials needed
for cleaning, materials or parts subject to wear and those damaged due to incorrect machine
operation.
The manufacturer reserves to repair or replace parts proving to be faulty at its discretion.
TEM’s guarantee gives the customer the right to the replacement, in the shortest time possible, of
components or parts that prove to be faulty owing to poor quality or workmanship.
The guarantee ends 24 months from the time of shipment and any repairs, replacements or service
will be charged according to our current rates.
LIMITS OF GUARANTEE
The guarantee does not cover all the glass parts, knobs, fuses, trim parts and removable ones made
of plastic materials and also parts and components such as for example micro-switches, solenoid
valves, etc...
The guarantee does not cover parts damaged by transport, faults caused by poor or incorrect
installation or maintenance, incorrect electrical or pneumatic supply, carelessness, negligence or
improper use, and in any case the failure to comply with the instructions given in the handbook.
This guarantee will not apply to defects caused by improper or inadequate maintenance, or
unauthorised alterations or use not in accordance with the specifications given for the machine
itself.
The guarantee is invalidated in the case of alterations made on the machine without the express
permission of the manufacturer. Tampering, unauthorised replacement of machine parts, the use of
consumable materials other than those foreseen and stated in the handbook, may be a source of
danger of accident and relieve the manufacturer of any civil and criminal liabilities.
The manufacturer is also not to be considered liable for any accidents that may arise to operators
resulting from manoeuvres not foreseen or advised against by this handbook. The guarantee does
not include compensation for damages or production stoppages.
N.B. No other guarantee is expressed or implicit.
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6.0 - GRAPHYC SYMBOLS
DANGER SIGNS
GENERAL
DANGER

DANGER OF
ELECTROCUTION

DANGER OF
CRUSHING

DANGER OF
CRUSHING

OVERHEAD
LOAD WARNING

MOVING PARTS
WARNING

PROHIBITORY SIGNS
DO NOT
REMOVE
GUARDS

DO NOT
LUBRICATE
MOVING PARTS

DO NOT
EXTINGUISH
WITH WATER
MANDATORY SIGNS
WEAR
SUITABLE
CLOTHING

SAFETY HELMET
MUST BE WORN

SAFETY GLOVES
MUST BE WORN

SAFETY BOOTS
MUST BE WORN

EYE
PROTECTION
MUST BE WORN

EAR
PROTECTION
MUST BE WORN
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7.0 –DATA PLATE AND NOTICES APPLIED
7.1 – Data plate
The machine is identified by a data plate made as required by Directive 98/37 CE,
placed in position A.
The electric panel is identified by a data plate made according to the requirements of Std. EN602041 1998 ed. in a position not in view.

Figure 1 - View of the plant with CE data plate references

Figure 2 - Data plate reference
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WARNING
Never remove the data plate from its original position chosen by the manufacturer.
Do not alter or falsify the technical data specified.
Do not clean the plate with sharp objects (e.g.: metal brushes), to avoid effacing the data.
If the plate deteriorates with use or is no longer legible, even in only one of its points, you are
advised to ask the manufacturer for another one, stating the data contained in these instructions.
7.2 – Notices present

DO NOT REMOVE GUARDS
WITHOUT FIRSTLY SWITCHING
OFF THE CURRENT

Direction of rotation

Figure 3 – Possible notices present on the machine

The Customer shall replace any data plate, pictogram or warning and danger signs if they are
effaced, worn, or in any case illegible.
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8.0 – INTRODUCTION TO THE PLANT AND DESCRIPTION
8.1 – Use and description
The machine has been designed and manufactured for a defined purpose and it may only be used for
the extraction of oil from olives.
OLIOMIO is a continuous cold extraction plant with two exits that works pasts with or without
stones without water addition, or if required only in small quantity.
Crushing can be done using the traditional hammer mill or the new system with knives.

Figure 4 – Machine description

Here below a short description of main units and components of the machine referred to figure 5.
A MOTORIZED UNIT (2) transfers the olives from the HOPPER (1) to the CRUSHING
UNIT (3).
The CRUSHER is composed by a system with knives acting on a holed grate and crushing the
olives; the crushed olives fall into the MIXER (4).
The MIXER (4) is provided with a motorized agitator and a sensor that indicates when it is full.
The motorized INLET SCREW (5) feeding the olive paste, is equipped with a gear motor for
speed regulation through a FLYWHEEL (10); it transfers the olive paste from the crusher to the
CENTRIFUGE/DECANTER (6).
The CENTRIFUGE/DECANTER (6), powered by electric motor connected to the crusher,
separates the oil from the water and from the waste (2 phases process).
A special SCREW (9) allows the motorized WASTE discharge
The oil comes out from a FREE OIL OUTLET PIPE placed in front of the machine (8).
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Figure 5 – Units and components of the machine

1. Hopper
2. Gear motor of the inlet screw to the crusher
3. Crushing unit with motor
4. Mixing/malaxing unit with gear motor
5. Gear motor (1-9) of the paste inlet screw to the centrifuge
6. Centrifuge (decanter)
7. Main frame
8. Oil outlet pipe
9. Waste free discharge or waste motorized screw discharge
10. Number of turns adjustment of the paste inlet screw (1-9)
8.2 – Illicit, improper or unauthorised use
The manufacturer declines any liability in the case of improper machine use, other than for the
purposes for which it has been designed and manufactured.
It is necessary to always carefully adhere to the rules of safety and to the instructions provided
herein. In particular, it is indispensable to comply with the operating limits stated in this handbook.
Unauthorised personnel must not be allowed near the equipment in use.
Use, maintenance and repairs are only allowed for suitably prepared and trained operators with their
own accident prevention equipment.
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The manufacturer is also relieved of any liability in the case of:
• incorrect installation
• inadequate maintenance
• tampering
• use of non genuine spares
• failure to adhere to the indications provided
• exceptional events.
Use of the machine is forbidden:
• in places of public access;
• in environments with the risk of explosion or fire;
• in environments containing contaminants such as powders, acids, corrosive gases, etc.;
• in environments where the possibility exists of exposing it to radiations.
8.3 – The User company’s responsibility
The User company is responsible for ensuring that the persons appointed to the various tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

possess the requirements listed below;
read and understand the instructions for use and maintenance;
receive suitable training for the tasks entrusted to them and are capable of performing them
under safety conditions;
receive specific training for correct use of the machine;
have received appropriate individual protective devices.
are in suitable physical and mental conditions (in any case not under the influence of
alcohol, medicines or drugs).
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9.0 –

PLANT DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

WARNING
Never start disassembly operations for any reason whatsoever before the machine has stopped
completely and the hot parts have cooled down. Make sure that the machine is not powered,
(remove the fuses or press the emergency button).
Place special notices to indicate that repair and/or maintenance work is in progress.

IMPORTANT
For all other maintenance operations not mentioned in this handbook, it is indispensable to
contact an authorised TEM workshop.
9.1 – Equipment and safety systems used
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hopper opening safety sensor
Flow meter for regulation of the water to be added (if required)
Safety grate placed on the hopper with side openings max 60mm.
Machine identification plate with EC marking
Free waste discharge
Free oil outlet pipe
Gearmotor on inlet screw
Water connection

Figure 6 Safety systems

OPTIONAL (available only on demand)
1. MINI DLE (deleafer+ washer+ elevator)
2. PSS.1 waste discharge pump
3. Waste discharge screw
4. Oil collection vat
5. Cotton or plate filter
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10.0 – OPERATION AND USE

WARNING
Before starting up the plant for the first time, make sure that the cleaning operation has been carried
out.
Always check, before running the plant:
that there is no foreign matter or residues from previous processes inside the plant (bowls
and screws) otherwise clean it before using.
the right tensioning of chains and transmission belts .
the right connection of the machine pipes to the product store tank
WARNING
Do not introduce a quantity of product greater than 50 kg at a time in the hopper of crusher.
In case higher feeding is needed the machine has to be fixed properly or anchored to the
ground.
The he hopper can receive product continuously up to the plant’s maximum capacity.
10.1 – Starting up connections
Connect electrical plug and be sure that all
the motors are turning in the right direction.
Turn on MAIN SWITCH, push START,
position the MIXER SA4 on 1 and control
that the paddle is turning clockwise i.e. as
indicated by the arrow; if it is not, you have to
reverse one of the line wire on the plug
Power supply requirements for the machine
is 6 Kw.
Three phase machine has to be powered by
380Volts line, 50-60 Hz. (only if required
three phase powered by 220 Volts)
Connect water
supply pipe to water
connection (1).
Figure 7 – Connections for start up

10.2 – Preparation to the use
Before use, make the following checks:
1. Prepare oil recovery and waste discharge tanks
2. Check the right direction of rotation of all the motors
3. Assemble the pipe on the waste discharge pump (if supplied)
4. Provide for water connection
5. Check for correct water and electric connections between the machine and
various components of the plant.
6. Check the availability of the product to be processed
7. Check that the tanks for the final product are ready and in place.
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WARNING
Pay attention to moving parts and augers. Do not insert foreign material, bulky, wooden or
ferrous materials or other.

WARNING
During loading and unloading it is absolutely forbidden to put hands and/or tools in the
machine inlets and outlets.
10.3 – Main board and start up device

Figure 8– Main board

Turn the "MAIN " switch (1) to position "1" with selectors positioned on "ZERO".
Push "START" button (3)
Turn on "MIXER” (4), “CRUSHER”(5) and “OLIVES" (6) in sequence and pour olives into the
hopper; the machine is going to start the crushing operation.
After about 40-50 minutes the extraction phase is going to start; with the variator kept on number 3,
turn on “DECANTER” (10) , “WASTE PUMP” (11) and INLET PUMP (9) in sequence; after
about 10-15 minutes the oil is going to exit from the specific outlet.
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10.4- Starting and stopping the plant
STARTING THE PLANT
After the operations described above, proceed as it follows:
- Set the MAIN switch (1) to the ON position.
- Press the START button (3),
- Set the selector (4) of the MALAXERS to “1”
- Set the selector (5) of the CRUSHER to “1”.
- Set the selector (6) of the OLIVES to “1” and wait 10/20 seconds for the start.
- Pour the olives into the hopper
- Wait for the malaxation bowl to fill; once full, the crusher stops automatically.
- Set the selector (10) of the DECANTER to “1” and wait for the motor to reach full speed.
- Set the selector (11) of the WASTE DISCHARGE to “1”
- Set the selector (9) of the DECANTER INLET to “1”
- Adjust the variator of the EXTRACTION MIXER PUMP to Nr.3
- Attention – the high quantity of pits present in the waste at the beginning, could cause the
pump blocking; it is recommended to disconnect the plug of the pump and reinsert it after
some minutes.
STOPPING THE PLANT
At the end of the work cycle (stop pouring olives into the hopper) proceed as it follows:
Remove the cover of the malaxer and lift up the
inside port to empty all the paste.
Don’t forget to close the port at the end of the
work cycle

IMPORTANT
Before turning off the plant, it is necessary to finish extracting the oil from the paste inside the
decanter. In some cases, there are up to 10 litres of oil inside the decanter.
Wait for the extraction malaxer to empty, then set the flow meter to the maximum for oil
discharging.

IMPORTANT
It is advisable to perform this operation only at the end of the day’s work, and not when changing
from one lot of olives to the next.
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When all the oil has been discharged and having checked that the water from the waste discharge is
clear, the plant can be stopped.
-

Set the DECANTER (10) to “0”, wait a few seconds, then set the WASTE DISCHARGE
(11) to “0”.
Let water into the crush hopper (C) with a rubber hose.
Disconnect the hose (A) at the decanter inlet (D) and place it into an appropriate drain,
carefully clean the mixer.
Set the selector (9) of the DECANTER INLET to “2” in order to drain all the water inside
the mixers.
When only clean water exits from the paste hose and there is no more water into the
mixers, you can position all the selectors of the board to “0”
Position the MAIN switch (1) to disabled.

Figure 9 – Stopping the plant
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10.5 –Work cycle and operation control
Continuously feed the hopper of the crusher with olives.
When the oil and the waste start to come out from the decanter, carefully check the oil flow and its
colour:
-

if the oil is too clear and flows out too slowly, increase the water flow through the flowmeter adding 5 litres at a time until the optimal condition is achieved (hazy oil); in this case,
DECANTER INLET pump delivery can be increased using the flywheel. This should
increases oil output, otherwise return to the previous position.

- should the oil be cloudy, immediately turn off the DECANTER INLET and check that the
flow meter is set to “0” and the decanter washing taps are closed; after, set the
DECANTER INLET pump to “1”, wait 5 minutes and then turn on the DECANTER INLET.
If clear oil starts flowing out after 2-3 minutes and remains clear for approx. 10-15 minutes,
extraction is correct and it is possible to increase DECANTER INLET pump delivery up to
“1.5 – 2”. Should the oil still be cloudy, it will be necessary to adjust the level nozzles.
FINAL OIL DISCHARGE AND MACHINE STOP FOR NOZZLES ADJUSTMENT
The machine can be switched off in two cases:
•
•

at the end of the work
when you have to change the nozzles on the decanter

If you have to change nozzles because the oil is coming out too clean or not coming out at all, and
at the end of work, you have to switch off the “OIL” selector and bring the flow meter to no. 30.
Drain all the oil until clean water comes out from oil outlet.
If you have to change nozzles because of dirty oil coming out, you have to turn off “OIL” and
“DECANTER” selectors in sequence.
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10.6 – Adjustments of the plant

IMPORTANT
BEFORE SWITCHING OFF THE CRUSHER DRAIN ALL THE OIL; ONLY AFTER
THIS OPERATION YOU CAN PROCEED WITH FURTHER ADJUSTMENTS.
OLIVE FEED SPEED ADJUSTMENT (in case of machine equipped with MINI DLE)
Olive feed speed to the crushing operation can be adjusted using the MINI DLE speed change drive
unit adjustment flywheel (A).
ADJUSTMENT OF PASTE INLET SPEED TO THE DECANTER
Olive paste feed to the decanter can be adjusted using the proper flywheel (B) of the inlet pump
speed adjustment (1-9).
ADJUSTMENT OF WATER ADDITION DURING EXTRACTION
During extraction, the paste can be diluted when entering the decanter in order to achieve proper oil
extraction. This is possible through the flow meter (C) fitted on the board (0 - 30 litres).
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE NOZZLES ON THE DECANTER
The section below describes how to proceed with nozzle adjustment should the oil produced not be
optimal, that is not hazy and with parts of water.
A. the oil is too clear or too much water has been added (20 - 30 lt.); increase the value of (H) as
shown in the figure; for example, if the value is 10 mm, bring it to 11 mm.
B. the oil is cloudy; decrease the value of (H) as shown in the figure; for example, if the value is 10
mm, bring it to 9 mm.

WARNING
Before doing any maintenance work, make sure that the electric plug is disconnected
This operation has to be carried out with the machine stopped and the main switch off
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10.7 – Troubleshooting

WARNING
Before doing any maintenance work, make sure that the electric plug is disconnected.
The only failure that can damages the machine is the heavy addition of water during the washing
phase.
This problem is revealed by a loud cadenced noise caused by toothed belts slipping; in this case
immediately press the emergency button to stop the machine.
If stopping is immediate it will be sufficient to open the cover and manually turn the decanter in the
opposite gear direction for about 20-30 Rev.
Switch on the machine and check whether the noise has gone; if it persists, immediately stop the
machine following the above instructions and start the decanter release operation as it follows:
the machine is provided with a socket wrench, a flat wrench and a 24 wrench, to be used to
loose the tension pulley of the outer toothed belt in order to remove it.
Insert the flat wrench on the two screws fixed on the decanter flange(paste inlet side)
Insert the wrench notch in the guard/decanter support plate, then dowel the two bolts into the proper
holes to lock the cylinder.
Now use a 13 wrench to remove the two screws on the small cover on the right hand side of the
machine, here there is a hole corresponding to the decanter shaft.
You have to insert the socket wrench there in order to turn the shaft, at first a little to the right
and a little to the left, then going on only clockwise until the lever turns freely.
Remove the socket wrench, the flat wrench and reassemble the belt tightening pulley, firmly
clamping it with a 24 wrench.
Now the machine is completely released and you can go on with process.
DEFAULT
MOTOR IS NOT
TURNING
LIGHT ON
THE MACHINE
CANNOT BE NOT
TURNED ON

CAUSE

SOLUTION

Thermic relay tripping caused
by motor overload.

A) Check the stability of the electric connections.
WARNING: If the problem comes back again
we suggest you to contact the technical service
A) Insert the plug

A) Power supply plug not
inserted
B) Line fuses tripped.
A) Motor shutdown
B) Safety Micro relay
THE MACHINE DOES
Activated
NOT START
C) Non suitable single phase
extension
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B) Replace the fuses
A) Refer to a.m. default
B) The micro relay electric connections are
disconnected; reset them.
C) Verify that the extension section is at least the
same than the wire on the machine.
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11.0 – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Technical Data
OLIOMIO
Loading hopper capacity
Kg
Grate diameter
mm
Grate holes diameter (special hole size available on
demand)
mm
Crusher peripheral speed
m/s
Mixer version (V=vertical/ O=Horizontal)
Mixer beater rev.
rpm
Mixer capacity
Kg
Min. paste flow rate
Kg
Max. paste flow rate
Kg
Decanter diameter
mm
Length of decanter cylindrical section
mm
Slenderness ratio
Decanter revolutions
rpm
Differential rev. of cylinder/screw
rpm
Centrifugal effect
XG
Hourly production
Kg
Weight
Kg
Power consumption 3 phase 380 volts
Kw

100
20
200
6
29.31
20
20
150
80
200
195
420
2.15
3200
20
28.27
80-120
620
6

Figure 10 – Overall sizes
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12.0 - HANDLING AND DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING:
Before handling the various parts, it is firstly necessary to check the conditions of
preservation of every piece of equipment used. Only use appropriate equipment that meets
current safety regulations on working equipment.
When handling loads, operators should pay the utmost care to avoid dangerous movements for
themselves and for others.
Use slings and hoisting equipment suited to the weight of the machine to be positioned and take the
machine to be lifted properly.
During handling, adhere to the following instructions to be carried out by duly trained personnel:
1.Before removing the machine, make sure that it is secured to the handling equipment.
2.Place on anchored pallets or carry with crane or bridge crane taking care to tie the machine firmly.
3.During road transport secure the machine with ropes and anything else needed to keep it stable.
4.The width of the corridors must allow the passage of the necessary means of handling (fork lift
trucks, etc.) and in any case leave a minimum space of 1500 mm. around the machine.
5.The machine must be positioned on a floor capable of bearing the weight of the machine fully
loaded and must not be sloped by more than 10°.
12.1 – Packing
The machine is delivered packed and protected externally by nylon film or closed in a wooden
crate. Use a transpallet or forklift truck for its handling
To fix the machine on the packing, it is necessary to remove the pivoting wheels and use the
relevant holes for the fixing (the wheels have to be remounted upon receipt of the machine)
Upon receipt of the machine, remount the wheels, place it near its place of work and remove the
packing.
The packing includes also all the accessories as per order and technical literature.

Figure 11 – Standard wooden case for OLIOMIO 100
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12.2 – Disposal
National and community regulations impose precise procedures for the disposal of industrial waste
with Law no. 22 of 05/02/1997, which acknowledges directives 91/156/EEC on wastes,
91/689/EEC on hazardous wastes and 94/62/EEC on packing materials and their wastes. Please be
reminded that at the end of its working life the machine must be disposed of as industrial waste and
therefore the collection, sorting, transport, treatment of the wastes and disposal of them shall be
carried out in accordance with current regulations referring to directive 75/442/EEC and its
subsequent amendments. The oils (lubricating oils and/or greases etc.) used during the working
cycle of the machine and/or for its maintenance shall be disposed of following directive
75/439/EEC which obliges every firm that eliminates the oils used to notify the competent
Authorities of any information concerning the elimination or deposit of used oils and their residues.
According to Presidential Decree no. 691 of 23/08/1982 it is compulsory to apply to the used oils
consortium.
The material used for packing does not involve particular environmental hazards as it is composed
of:
•
•
•

Polyethylene – Outer film to protect against the weather and blister pack to protect against
shocks.
Plastic – Various parts of the packing used to protect against shocks.
Wood – Fastening blocks for mechanical parts and container crate
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13.0 – INSTALLATION AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Before starting to install the machine, the
operator should make sure that all the
equipment needed for installation is available.
The machine must be installed correctly in
order
to
ensure
correct
operation.
Stability: the machine mounted on pivoting
wheels might be moved accidentally, care
must be given to prevent accidental
movements.

Figure 12 – Layout
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WARNING
DO NOT INTRODUCE A QUANTITY OF PRODUCT GREATER THAN 50 KG AT A
TIME IN THE MACHINE HOPPER – OVERTURNING DANGER
In case you have to feed more product be sure that the machine is properly fixed or
anchored to the ground.
The machine and its electrical equipment have been designed and manufactured for installation in
an industrial environment and for use only in closed places where they cannot be subjected to the
weather.

Figure 12 – Environmental working conditions
1)The plant must be installed in places where it is not directly exposed to atmospheric agents.
2)Different temperatures are admissible for short periods, however not during operation.
3)Different humidity is admissible for short periods, however not during operation.
4)Different temperatures could be admissible only if some machine parts are replaced.

Unless otherwise specified contractually, the machine can operate smoothly only in the
environmental conditions indicated above and in the following paragraphs. Environmental
conditions other than those specified may cause operating faults or breakage with consequent
hazardous situations for the health of the operator and persons exposed.
13.1 - Lighting
For the installation environment it is necessary to follow the regulation lighting criteria (ISO Std.
89953.89). The working area must be well lit to ensure that the operator has no difficulty in
working and all the cut-off, operating, control and emergency devices are always in sight. In the
event of poor workplace lighting, use portable lighting devices:
-Do not connect auxiliary lighting devices to the machine electric panel.
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13.2 - Noise
It is necessary to follow the regulation noise criteria to ensure that the noise level produced by the
machine does not exceed the acceptable value (80dB) if it is installed in particular conditions. The
machine meets the regulation sound emission ratings. The tests performed recorded the following
noise pressure measured in the respective work
Table 1 – Noise measurement points

LpA dB[A]
79

MEASUREMENT POSITION
P1

P1 Measurement performed at the OPERATOR POSITION, at a height of 1.55 m ± 0.075 m from
floor level and at a distance of 1 m.
LpA dB[A] Sound pressure level emitted, corrected, weighted A, averaged in time.

Figure 13 – Working position

The test was conducted in normal machine working conditions with the automatic cycle, in an
industrial shed with Class 1 instrumentation (IEC804).
13.3 – Explosion or fire hazard
As mentioned in the risk analysis, the machine does not represent a fire hazard, but it must be
concerned by the analysis process on the basis of the environment and standards that rule this
application. In any case, the machine must not work in areas subjected to the danger of explosions.
13.4 – Space and obstacles
For installation, adapt the spaces to allow easy access to the persons involved in processing and
maintenance operations. In addition, before installation, make sure that enough space is available
for the necessary manoeuvres. The installation area must be free of obstacles. Also consider
adequate aeration around the machine.
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13.5 – Electrical installation
The electric system meets the Declaration of Conformity attached to the instructions for use and
it has been manufactured according to CEI Standards, Law 186/68 and Law 46/90.
The standard motors meet DIN/ISO Std. IP 54.
This operation must be carried out by specialised and qualified personnel. All the operations
described in this paragraph must be carried out with the current switched off.
The panel, according to standards, is fitted with self-locking line circuit breaker.
TEM will not consider itself liable for any damages or accidents caused by mistakes in installing
electrical equipment of other design or manufacture than those supplied by TEM.
-

Connect the plug provided with the machine to a suitable socket and check (if three-phase)
that the motor/s turn/s in the correct direction. If necessary, invert the phases making
reference to the wiring diagrams given in the chapters that follow and allow the work to be
carried out only by skilled personnel or trained by TEM.

The electric system of the user must meet Std. CEI 64.8(CENELEC HD 384, IEC 364).
The terminal strip must be connected to the user system taking account of the maximum input and
the following requirements must be foreseen:
-Equipotential earth system.
-Automatic protection devices co-ordinated with equipotential system in such a way as to
guarantee automatic breaking (30 mA magneto-thermic differential device)
In case of extension to the electric connection, verify that the section of the cable is at least the
same than the cables on the machine.
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14.0 – INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE DEVICES

For machine assembly personnel:
Suitable clothing

Protective helmet

Protective gloves

Protective boots

For machine operators:
Suitable clothing

Protective boots
Ear protection

Protective gloves

The machine does not exceed the noise level
established by law above which the use of ear
protection is necessary; despite this, the use of
these devices is possible. In this case, it is
underscored that the operator must be even
more attentive as one of the senses for the
perception of danger (hearing) will be lacking.

For machine maintenance operators:
Suitable clothing

Protective helmet

Protective gloves

Eye protection

This list is not exhaustive to warrant operator safety.
The operator should integrate the compulsory individual protection system (factory) specified by
the employer.
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15.0 – MAINTENANCE

WARNING:
- The machine must not be powered. Move the main switch to OFF and take out the plug.
- Always wait for a few minutes from switch off before working on the machine.

WARNING
Before starting the washing procedure close all the oil exit holes with the proper dowels.
Remember to remove the dowels before starting the extraction. Washing operation has to be
carried out at the end of the season or if the machine is stopped for more than 8 hours. This should
be done as thoroughly as possible as processing residues can damage the oil being processed after
wards.

WARNING
Place a special notice on the electric board and on the machines to indicate that maintenance work
is in progress.
Do not modify the machine.
Use personal protection equipment during maintenance operations: gloves, safety shoes. In case of
maintenance on the higher parts of the plant, use suitable equipment such as ladders, platforms, etc.
that are adequately sized and positioned. After repairs, do not start the plant again before all
protections have been put back into place.
ORDINARY CLEANING OF THE PLANT
Before daily cleaning of the machine drain all the oil. Pour water into the outer hopper in order to
wash the crusher and the mixer; then turn off the machine and open the covers to clean the inner
part. Pour water slowly, always checking that no water remains at bottom of the mixer. Before
closing the covers turn the crushing shaft for some rev. towards frontal side of the machine, then
switch on the machine and let run for 3-4 minutes.

Additional routine operations
and checks
•
•

At least once a month use compressed air to clean the air grilles of the machine motors.
Check the safety devices – safety micro switches, proximity sensors and limit switches.

Lubrication
On delivery, the bearings of the decanter are pre-lubricated with LGMT2 SKF type grease for 200
hours of work, after which it is advisable to add 50 grams of grease every 100 hours of work.
Furthermore, at the end of the season, we suggest to thoroughly change all the grease of the
supports, using LGMT2 SKF type (or similar) grease. Each support has a quantity of grease
approximately equal to 200 - 230 grams.
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Any lubrication operation other than the ones specified above can seriously damage the
bearings and the entire plant, therefore TEM shall not be liable for damages resulting from
lubrication operations not expressly foreseen or not recommended by this handbook.

WARNING
BEFORE DOING ANY MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION WORK, CHECK THAT THE
MACHINE IS STOPPED AND THAT THE POWER SUPPLY PLUG IS DISCONNECTED.

Periodic operations and
checks
•Check that the emergency stop buttons are working properly
•Check the tightness of the structure frame bolts
•Check the tightness of the trolley bolts
•Check the tightness of the earth connections

Wear parts
Some parts of the plant are subject to wear due to their specific function. At the end of the season, it
is advisable to perform a careful static and dynamic check to assess whether they need to be
replaced. Parts subject to checks are listed below.
KNIVES IMPELLER: visual check control of the rim and measurement between knife edge
and grate.
CRUSHER GRATE: visual check control of the holes on the grate to be sure they are not
broken or deformed.
ELLIPTICAL PUMP (optional): check the pressure valve for wear.
DECANTER AND CRUSHER DRIVE BELTS: At full speed operation, check the
noise level and that the rpm are actually reached; perform a visual check control for
small breaks or cracks on the edges

IMPORTANT
Timely replacement of the parts mentioned above prevents undesirable
plant down times during the season and ensures greater yields and higher
product quality.
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16.0 – SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not remove any safety device and never attempt to deactivate their
prevention and safety action.
Do not use any mechanical part to deactivate the protections of
interlock devices of any kind.
Always keep the machine efficient and in good maintenance conditions.
Regularly check, at least once a year that the bolts on the bearing
structures, covers, hatches and motor connections are not slack.
Do not place cloths, pieces of fabric or anything else around the rotary
parts of the MACHINE.
Wash the MACHINE only with non-toxic, food-safe products.
Before doing any maintenance work or removing the protective guards,
it is mandatory to:
Cut off the electrical supplies opening the line switches of both the
main panel and the auxiliary ones giving the safety padlock key to
the persons in charge of the repair.
- Make sure that the mushroom switches are pressed and retained.
- On the control panel place a notice stating “machine maintenance in
progress”
-

•

•
•
•

Before operating the machine make sure that the electrical supply
system has all the necessary line protections, the cut-off devices with
equi-potential protections have been installed and that the leads have
an adequate diameter and degree of insulation.
All personnel who use, service and install the machine must be aware
of the rules of safety and be in perfect psycho-physical conditions.
Access to the machine must be prohibited to all personnel not
expressly authorised to use it.
The operator must only use IPDS that comply with directive
89/686/EEC, concerning individual protective devices duly marked
with the CE brand and must adhere to directive 89/656/EEC which
defines the procedures for using individual protective equipment during
work.
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17.0 – SPARE PARTS
All parts replaced must be absolutely identical to the original ones or possess the same or
higher features.
Any other operation must be agreed upon with the Manufacturer.
Spare parts must be identified on the construction drawing.
Any operation on the equipment must be carried out when it is not in use and with the power
off.
In the event of the impossibility to obtain original spares, only components with equivalent
or higher mechanical specifications than the original ones may be used; these specifications
may be obtained from the manufacturer.
The manufacturer must always be contacted for any other repair and/or alteration of the
equipment: any operations are allowed only with the manufacturer’s express prior
authorisation.

IMPORTANT
In the order for spare parts, always specify:
-the machine model and serial number indicated on the data plate
-Code, Name and Quantity required of the spare part.
The following pages contain the schematic layouts and description of the parts to which refer
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17.1 – Overall drawing

CRUSHER HOPPER

CRUSHER
ELECTRIC BOARD

DECANTER

TRANSFLUID
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DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITA’

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
THE MANUFACTURER

TOSCANA ENOLOGIA MORI di Mori Giorgio e C Snc
Via Filippo Brunelleschi, 8 - 50028 Tavernelle Val di Pesa (FI)
Tel ++39- (0)55 - 80.71.568 Fax 80.71.293
Internet: http://www.tem.it
DICHIARIAMO SOTTO LA NOSTRA ESCLUSIVA RESPONSABILITÀ CHE IL PRODOTTO:

HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT:
MACCHINA:

MACHINERY:
(description)

OLIOMIO

MODELLO:

MODEL:
(code)
MATRICOLA:
SERIAL NUMBER:
(year – order – pos.)
ANNO DI
COSTRUZIONE:
YEAR OF
MANUFACTURE:

100

AL QUALE QUESTA DICHIARAZIONE SI RIFERISCE E’ CONFORME ALLE SEGUENTI DISPOSIZIONI:
HAS BEEN PRODUCED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS:

DIRECTIVES
DIRETTIVA CEE 98/37 (Macchine)
EEC DIRECTIVE 98/37 (MACHINERY)

DIRETTIVA CEE 73/23 + 93/68 [e successive modifiche ed integrazioni] (Bassa Tensione)
EEC DIRECTIVE 73/23 (LVD) AND SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS

DIRETTIVA CEE 89/336 + 92/31 + 93/68 [e successive modifiche ed integrazioni] (Compatibilità Elettromagnetica)
EEC DIRECTIVE 89/336 (EMC) AND SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS

LAWS
Decree of the President of the Republic no. 459 of 24/07/1996
Ordinary parliamentary bill no. 791 of 18/10/1977 [and subsequent amendments and integrations]
Government Law no. 615 of 12/11/1996.
SONO STATE UTILIZZATE LE SEGUENTI NORME E SPECIFICHE TECNICHE:
THE FOLLOWING HARMONIZED STANDARDS HAVE BEEN CONSULTED :

UNI EN 292-1:1992
UNI EN 292-2:1992
UNI EN 294:1993
UNI EN 349:1994
UNI EN 418:1994
UNI EN 846:1996
UNI EN 953:2000
UNI EN 954-1:1998
UNI EN 982:1997

EN 292-1:1991
EN 292-2:1991
EN 294:1992
EN 349:1993
EN 418:1992
EN 846:1996
EN 953:2000
EN 954-1:1996
EN 982:1996

UNI EN 999:1998
UNI EN 1050:1998
UNI EN 1088:1995
CEI EN 60204-1:1998
EN 50100-1:1994
UNI EN 1037:1995

EN 999:1998
EN 1050:1996
EN 1088:1995
EN 60204-1:1998
EN 50100-1:1994
EN 1037:1995

Machinery safety – Basic concepts, general design principles - Vocabulary, base methodology
Machinery safety – Basic concepts, general design principles - Technical specifications and principles
Machinery safety - Safety distances to prevent reaching dangerous areas with the upper limbs
Machinery safety – Minimum spaces to avoid crushing parts of the human body
Machinery safety – Emergency stop devices, functional aspects. Principles for design
Machinery safety – Danger warning signs
Machinery safety - Guards, General requirements for the design and manufacture of fixed and mobile guards.
Machinery safety - Parts of the control system correlated to safety – General design principles
Machinery safety – Safety requirements for fluid power, pneumatic and hydraulic drive systems and
components
Machinery safety — Positioning of protective devices according to the approaching speed of parts of the body
Machinery safety – Risk assessment principles
Machinery safety — Interlock devices associated with guards — Design and choice principles
Machinery safety – Electrical equipment of machines – Section 1: general rules
Machinery safety — Electrosensitive safety devices – Section 1 General requirements
Machinery safety — Prevention of unexpected starting

Emesso il:
DATE OF ISSUE
(DATA)

Il Legale Rappresentante per T.E.M. s.n.c.
LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE (name and surname)
(nome e cognome)
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